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What is AI?
• Difficult to fully define
• In general, we want computers to:
– “Think” and act rationally (as defined by humans)
– Perform tasks that humans consider “intelligent”
without human intervention

• But we also want to understand how the
brain creates the mind
My dog is so
intelligent. He
can do math!

Dr. Mark Silbert

So can my
calculator!
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Example Definitions
• “[the automation of] activities that we associate with human
thinking, activities such as decision-making, problem-solving,
learning, …” (Bellman, 1978)
• “…effort to make computers think …in the full and literal
sense.” (Haugeland, 1985)
• “The study of mental faculties through the use of
computational models.” (Charniak and McDermott, 1985)
• “The art of creating machines that perform functions that
require intelligence when performed by people.” (Kurzweil,
1990)
• “The study of how to make computers do things at which, at
the moment, people are better.” (Rich and Knight, 1991)
• “The study of computations that make it possible to perceive,
reason, and act.” (Winston, 1992)
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Cynical Definition of AI
• Intelligence is those tasks that only a
human can do
• But once we figure out how to make a
computer do that task, it is no longer
considered AI
• Thus, AI is that which we have not yet
figured out how to program a computer to
do…
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Why is it called AI?
• AI was coined by John McCarthy
– Nothing artificial, nothing intelligent
– Catchy and differentiated it from
Norbert Weiner’s cybernetics

• I prefer machine intelligence (MI)
• Dartmouth Meeting, 1956
• Attended by the leaders in the field
–
–
–
–
–

John McCarthy
Marvin Minsky
Allen Newell
Arthur Samuel
Herbert Simon

• McCarthy invents the LISP programming language,
1958
Dr. Mark Silbert
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AI vs Robotics vs Androids
• AI: creating computers and
computer software that exhibit
intelligent behavior
• Robots: electro-mechanical
machines guided by a
computer program or
electronic circuitry

• Androids (or humanoids): robots that
look and act like a human, especially
one with a body having flesh-like
resemblance
Dr. Mark Silbert
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The AI Dichotomy
• Definitions of AI tend to focus on either:
– acting human (by whatever means possible)
[Weak AI],
– or understanding what it means to act human
(and then modeling it in a computer) [Strong AI]

• Weak AI  Computer Science (Engineering)
– The end result is what’s important, not the means
– Has been successful in many limited domains

• Strong AI  Cognitive Science
– Now referred to as AGI (artificial general
intelligence)
– Has been a complete failure; we still do not
understand how the brain creates a mind
Dr. Mark Silbert
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How Do We Proceed?

Follow the Brain Science Follow Computer Science
• Since the computer is the
• Since the brain yields
medium for executing
intelligence, mimic what
intelligence, develop
the brain does
advanced software
systems
• Emulate the brain,
• Develop smart algorithms,
replicate intelligence
simulate intelligence

No need to choose, do both!
Dr. Mark Silbert
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BRAIN

Following the Brain

• René Descartes (1596 – 1650)
gave the first clear discussion
of the distinction between
mind and matter (i.e., brain)
and the problems that arise:
– A purely physical conception of the mind
seems to leave little room for free will
– A mind governed entirely by physical laws
must have no more free will than a rock
“deciding” to fall towards the ground
Already a contradiction emerges. Not off to a good start.
Dr. Mark Silbert
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The Elusive Brain
• Brains are homogeneous, even across species
• Neocortex is 60-70% of the brain
– Provides high-level thought
– About the size and thickness of a dinner napkin

• All sensory processing is handled by same type
of neurons
– Seems no specialization
of neurons to function
– Implies a single learning
algorithm, but is unknown

• Unknown how the brain
transforms sensory input
into features
Dr. Mark Silbert
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The Gray & White Matter
• Grey matter is the neurons
• White matter is the connections
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A Neuron
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A Neuron

Gray Matter

White Matter
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A Neuron

Output Signal

Input Signals
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Modeling the Neuron
• Warren McCulloch and Walter Pitts (1943)
first proposed the artificial neuron to be a
‘threshold logic unit’ to create a ‘nerve net
in the brain’

Okay, so how do we set the weights
and what do we do with this?
Dr. Mark Silbert
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Setting the Weights
• Frank Rosenblatt called this artificial neuron a
Perceptron
– A perceptron takes a set of binary inputs (nearby
neurons)
– Multiplies each input by a continuous valued weight
(the synapse strength to each nearby neuron)
– Thresholds the sum of these weighted inputs to
output a 1 if the sum is big enough and otherwise a 0

• Developed the Perceptron Learning Algorithm
(PLA) that automatically set the weights by
repeatedly showing it examples of a class (1957)
• Envisioned brain as a multi-layer perceptron but
didn’t know how to train them (i.e., tune weights)
Dr. Mark Silbert
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Perceptron Example
• Suppose we have SAT and GPA data of
which students have been accepted to the
local university
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Perceptron Example
• Suppose we have SAT and GPA data of
which students have been accepted to the
local university
There seems to be a
(linear) boundary line
separating the groups
The PLA will find this
line by automatically
So Perceptrons are a
means to do
classification
Dr. Mark Silbert
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The Win is Short-Lived
• In 1969, Minsky and Papert
prove PLA will not terminate if
data is not linearly separable
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• Paper kills the Perceptron research
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Comeback for Brain Emulation
• It was known that one could build multi-layer
Perceptrons (MLPs)
• However, the PLA
could not be used
to determine all
unknown weights
• The back-propagation algorithm is
(re-)discovered in 1975 as an efficient and
effective means to find all the weights
– Was originally developed in 1969
– Based on gradient-descent (i.e., steepest descent)

• MLPs become known as neural nets
Dr. Mark Silbert
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Neural Nets (NNs)
• Heralded as the brain model
• Bold claims made

• Thought to be the ultimate classification machine
• Finding optimal performance of the NN remained
problematic
– How many neurons? How should they be configured?
Promises
not over-tuning?
met; funding dies in late 1980s
How to avoid
Dr. Mark Silbert
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Isn’t There More to It?
• But even if neural nets were general
automatic classifiers, isn’t there more
to intelligence than classification?
• How do you get a classifier to solve
puzzles, mazes, games, navigate,
drive cars?
• Maybe following the computer
science will be more fruitful

Dr. Mark Silbert
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Following the Computer Science
COMP SCI

• Aristotle (384-322 BC) thought about
thinking and developed an informal
system of syllogistic logic
• Ada Lovelace (~1842) worked with
Charles Babbage on the Difference
Engine and the Analytical Engine
– She is also famous for early dismissal of AI
– “The Analytical Engine has no pretensions
whatever to originate anything. It can do
whatever we know how to order it to perform.
It can follow analysis; but it has no power of
anticipating any analytical relations or truths.”
Dr. Mark Silbert
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The Ends Justifies the Means

Dr. Mark Silbert
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AI as an Engineering Discipline
• Using the engineering (computer science)
approach, many successes came early
• Samuel’s Checkers program learns to play
checkers, 1950
• SAINT (Symbolic Auto Integrator), 1960
– Jim Slagle, a blind MIT student
writes first program to do symbolic
integration problems as Ph.D. thesis
– Worked at NRL after graduating

• By 1970s, it was believed intelligent
systems were only 10-20 years away
Dr. Mark Silbert
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Expert Systems Craze
• Storing knowledge as “if-then” rules
• MYCIN Expert System (early 70s)
–
–
–
–
–

Diagnosed patients with infectious diseases
Prescribed antibiotics to cure the patient
Alleged to work better than doctors
System never used
But sparked a rage of interest in ES technology

• Bold claims made about the capability of this
technology
• Expert Systems becomes a huge industry
(early 1980s)
– Yielded “brittle” systems; no common-sense

• Expert Systems fall out of favor by 1990s
Dr. Mark Silbert
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Some Key Events – 1990s
• AI Winter sets in (early 90s)
– By mid 90s, nearly no funding for AI research

• DoD shifts its focus from AI to data fusion
(mid 1990s)
• IBM’s Deep Blue plays chess at
the Master level and beats world
champ, Garry Kasparov (1997)
• Internet becomes known

Dr. Mark Silbert
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Some Key Events – 2000s
• Internet becomes widely available
• Intelligent agents appear
– Microsoft, Amazon, Google,
IBM, Apple, Wolfram, etc.

• iPhone released in 2008
• AI mindset changes

complex
programs &
simple data



simpler
programs
& complex
data

– Ant colony analogy

• IBM’s Watson beats the two
reigning world champs
at Jeopardy! (2011)
– Combines both approaches

• Big Data arises (~2012)
Dr. Mark Silbert
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Intelligence Paradox
• Oddly, there is a reciprocal complexity
relationship between computers and humans
• Problems/tasks that seem trivial for a human to
perform are extremely complex to have a
computer perform
– Walking, talking, vision, identifying people,
common-sense reasoning

• Problems/tasks that are “easy” for a computer
to perform are often very complicated for a
human to perform
– Playing chess, solving puzzles, mazes

• Maybe we can get the computer to program (or
at least, improve) itself…
Dr. Mark Silbert
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Computer Learning
•
•
•
•
•
•

Learning is improved performance over time
Humans learn from experience
Computers should also learn from experience
In the computer world, experience is data
Thus, computers should learn from data
Natural fit for neural nets
– Data is precisely how we tune the weights
– Weights are adjusted to improve the performance

• How is learning achieved for computer
science (i.e., procedural or programming)
approaches?
Dr. Mark Silbert
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Learning in Procedural Systems
• Some early attempts involved programming the
computer to modify the program itself
– LISP was a great language for this (makes no
distinction between the structure of program and data)
– Extremely difficult to write these programs

• Decision Trees (e.g., 20 Questions)
• Objective functions with parameters (i.e., weights)
that can be adjusted over time
• Relational/Semantic networks (e.g., cryptograms)
• Genetic Algorithms
• Bayesian/Statistical Classification
• Support Vector Machines (SVMs) / Kernel
Machines (KMs)
Dr. Mark Silbert
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NNs Make a Comeback
• Geoff Hinton surprised the world in
2012/2013 with a new architecture of NN
using convolutional neural nets (CNNs)
• Much of visual processing work performed
today is based on this work
– Actually deep & wide neural nets

Dr. Mark Silbert
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NNs  Deep Learning
• CNNs proliferate
• Due to:
–
–
–
–

What

Neurons

Previous NNs 1 – 10M
(106 – 107)
Google Brain 1B (109)

The Internet (large databases)
Adult Human 100T (1014)
Huge number of neurons
Infants 1000T (1015)
Cheap, plentiful, powerful computers/GPUs
Renewed understanding of neural net capabilities

• However, NNs are still plagued by the old
problems of ensuring optimality (avoiding
local maxima, over-fitting, unintentions)
– New NNs are often referred to as Deep Learning
Machine Learning + Big Data = Deep Learning
Dr. Mark Silbert
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Combining Approaches
• Neural nets can produce highly capable classifiers
– Character recognition
– Speech recognition
– Image processing

• But neural nets are horrible at procedural tasks
– Solving mazes, route planning, playing chess, doing
taxes, computing square roots
– Programming/procedural approaches work much
better

• It is much more straightforward for humans to
provide knowledge through instructions than
through classification
• Use neural nets for what it does best, use
programming for what it does best
Dr. Mark Silbert
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Some Commercial Applications of AI
• Google
– Info to be searched appearing at the top, “Ok,
Google” (Google Now), Goggles

• Amazon
– Suggesting the next product to buy

• Microsoft
– Spelling and grammar checking in Word, Wizards
(and Clippy)

• Facebook
– Suggesting friends, face recognition

• Apple
– Siri, gestures

• NetFlix movie picker
– $1 million prize
Dr. Mark Silbert
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Recent Developments
•
•
•
•

Google’s self-driving car
Hanson Robotics’ “Han”
Deep Mind’s “Deep Q Learning”
AlphaGo beats a 9-dan master
4/5 on full 19x19 board, no
handicap, Jun 2016

Dr. Mark Silbert
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AlphaGo vs Deep Blue
• Chess has ~35 legal moves/turn and
~80 turns/game  3580  10123
• Deep Blue beat Gary Kasparov at Chess in 1997
• Go has ~250 legal moves/turn and
~150 turns/game  250150  10360
• AlphaGo beat Lee Sodol at Go in 2016

Note: There are
about 1080 atoms in
the observable
universe!

• Did Deep Blue play chess using a procedural solution or
a neural net solution?

Dr. Mark Silbert
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AlphaGo vs Deep Blue
• Chess has ~35 legal moves/turn and
~80 turns/game  3580  10123
• Deep Blue beat Gary Kasparov at Chess in 1997
• Go has ~250 legal moves/turn and
~150 turns/game  250150  10360
• AlphaGo beat Lee Sodol at Go in 2016

Note: There are
about 1080 atoms in
the observable
universe!

• Did Deep Blue play chess using a procedural solution or
a neural net solution?

Deep Blue used a procedural solution.
It used Alpha-Beta Minimax search with a database of
opening moves and a set of objective functions put
together by a team of chess experts and computer
scientists. DeepBlue used specialized hardware to look
many moves ahead examining millions of boards.
Dr. Mark Silbert
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AlphaGo vs Deep Blue
• Chess has ~35 legal moves/turn and
~80 turns/game  3580  10123
• Deep Blue beat Gary Kasparov at Chess in 1997
• Go has ~250 legal moves/turn and
~150 turns/game  250150  10360
• AlphaGo beat Lee Sodol at Go in 2016

Note: There are
about 1080 atoms in
the observable
universe!

• Did AlphaGo play Go using a procedural solution or a
neural net solution?
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AlphaGo vs Deep Blue
• Chess has ~35 legal moves/turn and
~80 turns/game  3580  10123
• Deep Blue beat Gary Kasparov at Chess in 1997
• Go has ~250 legal moves/turn and
~150 turns/game  250150  10360
• AlphaGo beat Lee Sodol at Go in 2016

Note: There are
about 1080 atoms in
the observable
universe!

• Did AlphaGo play Go using a procedural solution or a
neural net solution?

AlphaGo used both.
It used Monte Carlo tree search (statistical Minimax search)
with 2 neural nets: a policy network (to reduce the branching
factor) and a value network for the objective function. AlphaGo
used multiple machines, 1200+ CPUs, and 176 GPUs to look
many moves ahead but 1000s fewer than Deep Blue
Dr. Mark Silbert
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But Should We Really Pursue AI?
• “Most interesting study we could do. Everything is our
brains.”, Jeff Hawkins
• Google acquired a London startup company (Deep
Mind) specializing in deep learning for $400M
– Developed “Ok, Google” and self-driving car

• IBM is investing $1B to grow its Watson division
– IBM sped up Watson by 24-fold, now fits in a pizza box

• Elon Musk dedicated $10M to “Future of Life” to keep
AI beneficial to humanity
– But also said, “We should be very careful with artificial
intelligence.”, “If you wanted to know what our biggest
existential threat is, it’s probably that.”, “With AI, we’re
summoning the demon.”

• “The full development of AI could spell the end of the
human race.”, Stephen Hawkins
• “Those that think it’s dangerous, don’t really
understand it.”, Jeff Hawkins
Dr. Mark Silbert
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Will Machines Ever Become AGI?
• Question is believed to be more a matter of when, not if
• Timelines vary greatly depending what is meant and who you ask
• “We always overestimate the change that will occur in the next
two years and underestimate the change that will occur in the
next ten.”
–Bill Gates
• Ray Kurzweil seems to believe we’re almost there
– Brings up good justification for his belief
• However, we still have no idea how the brain creates a mind
– Still have no theory on consciousness/sentience
• "There's a big difference between intelligence and sentience.
There could be a race of killer robots in the far future, but I don’t
worry about AI turning evil today for the same reason I don't worry
about the problem of overpopulation on the planet Mars.” Andrew
Ng
Dr. Mark Silbert
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Ray Kurzweil’s Reasoning
People don’t really comprehend exponential growth
Lily Pads Covering
a Pond problem
Lily pads in a certain
pond double in size
everyday.
On the 20th day, the
entire pond is
covered in lily pads.
On what day was a
quarter of the pond
covered?

"PPTMooresLawai" by Courtesy of Ray Kurzweil and Kurzweil Technologies, Inc. en:Image:PPTMooresLawai.jpg. Licensed under CC BY 1.0 via Wikimedia Commons http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:PPTMooresLawai.jpg#/media/File:PPTMooresLawai.jpg
Dr. Mark Silbert
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The Singularity
• In physics, we define the singularity at the
point when the universe began
– It may also be at the center of a black hole

• In AI, the singularity is defined as the point in
time when computers first become aware or
conscious
– Can also be considered the time when computers
are as smart as humans
– Or the time humans and computers become one

• Once the singularity is reached, it is predicted
that computers will redesign themselves and
become super-intelligent
– Computer technology grows exponentially
– Computer intelligence could grow exponentially
Dr. Mark Silbert
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When Will We Have AGI?
• “It's tough to make predictions,
especially about the future,” Yogi Berra
• Nick Bostrom interviewed a large set of AI
experts worldwide
By which year
do you think
there is a 50%
probability
that we will
achieve
human level
machine
intelligence?
Dr. Mark Silbert
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Can Machines Become Sentient?
• We learned about AI but very little about what makes sentience
– Knowledge of it’s own sensations, feelings, sense of self

• Consider John Searle’s Chinese Room (1980)
– Suppose we have a machine that passes the Turing Test

• Do we have a mind? Do we have sentience?
– Searle argues no; it is an insufficient condition
P
– Suppose a person P, is in a room (who only
understands English) is given a rule book,
(written in English), and various supplies
(pen, paper, calculators, etc.)
– P receives input and replies in Chinese
– Since P does not understand Chinese, P has no understanding of
interaction

• Searle’s argues that since P does not understand the Chinese,
he does not understand the interaction (i.e., no sentience)
– Hence even the right program does not generate understanding

• Considered the strongest cog sci argument against strong AI
Dr. Mark Silbert
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Summary
• The idea of building intelligent machines has
been around longer than computers
• Strong AI and Weak AI
– Strong AI (AGI) endeavors to understand the brain
(cognitive science)
– Weak AI seeks to solve problems that seem to
require intelligent reasoning using human reasoning
only as inspiration (engineering)

• Machine learning is more than neural nets
• There are many weak AI systems in use today
• Strong AI machines are likely still far out on the
time horizon (despite Kurzweil’s claim)
• Intelligence ≠ Sentience
Dr. Mark Silbert
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Thank You
Hope you enjoyed the presentation

Dr. Mark Silbert
AMPierce & Associates
Orlando Office
mark.silbert@ampierce.com
240-925-0243
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